In the United Kingdom, tScheme is the industryled, self-regulatory, not-for-profit organisation that was set up to create strict service criteria and to approve electronic trust services, including qualified certificate services. tScheme plays an important A r t i c l e
infrastructure offers much to the twenty-first century; however, it has already become synonymous with misuse, abuse and the emergence of a new vocabulary that includes cyber terrorism, cyber trust, cyber fraud and identity theft, to mention a few. Furthermore, these vulnerabilities of the information society (information infrastructure) have become more prevalent in recent times.
Whilst this is not a desirable state for the information society, it has focused attention on internet identities. In particular, there is a growing body of opinion that shares the view that it is the cloak of anonymity that fuels such undesirable and sometimes illegal use of our information infrastructure (internet).
In short, this all adds up to a general mistrust of the internet, especially where it concerns the exchange of sensitive or confidential information.
If the internet is to mature into a trustworthy utility-like infrastructure and a medium in which both consumers and producers of information can have implicit faith, then we must look to other trusted utility infrastructures and services and the way they operate. In general, these same producers and consumers use electricity, water and gas, for example, and rarely question the integrity of those infrastructures that provide the lifesupport to economic and social activity. These critical services are regulated because of the potential risk to public safety, and the consumers and producers of such services are not anonymous.
In contrast, cyber trust is now considered by many observers to be a risk to public safety because of our increasing dependence on the internet. Yet we really cannot be sure about the genuineness of the identities that participate in information exchanges on the internet. In addition,
we cannot be confident that a person claiming to be a doctor, lawyer or police officer, for example, is their genuine role at any given time. There is also 
The business of registration: United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom, the registration process will need to consider carefully new and emerging legislation. The following is not an exhaustive list, and registration will need to be transparent about observing such legal requirements: as the The subject of a digital certificate, highlighted in figure 3, declares that David Pettingale is a partner of the firm and is employed in Property Development.
THE PROBATIVE VALUE OF DIGITAL CERTIFICATES: INFORMATION ASSURANCE IS CRITICAL TO E-IDENTITY ASSURANCE
In this instance, a transaction limit and currency are also declared. This level of detail is helpful to recipients when making a judgement about the evidential value of David's digital certificate. Information is the life-support to decisionmaking; we usually trust information because we know and trust the identity of the source of that information. We need to claim and protect our own digital identities so that we can continue to be trusted as the genuine identity (genuine source of information) when using the internet.
Federated identity management
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